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Case Number 16007: Small Claims Court

Hip Hop Raw And Uncut

MVD Visual // 2008 // 58 Minutes // Not Rated

Reviewed by Judge Victor Valdivia // March 26th, 2009

• View Judge Valdivia's Dossier

• E-mail Judge Valdivia

Judge Victor Valdivia says he loves the Dirty South. Dear God, please don't let that be some sort of euphemism.

 

The Charge

The Dirty South is live and well.

The Case

Do you like Southern hip-hop? That's exactly what you'll get if you get this DVD: one hour of

uncut, uncensored, undiluted Southern hip-hop performed live. Though Southern hip-hop has

become increasingly popular over the last decade, thanks to artists like Outkast, Ludacris, and

T.I., the style has never entirely won over some hip-hop fans, particularly those who favor the

more intricate beats and intellectualized lyrics of New York and Chicago-based hip-hop. To be

fair, not all Southern hip-hop relies on crude lyrics and simple bass-heavy beats, but all of the

artists on this DVD definitely do. As occasionally diverting as the style can be, one hour of it

eventually gets numbing, especially since some of the rappers here are not especially gifted at

live performance.

Here are the artists who appear and the songs they perform:

Stack$:

• "I'm Real"

• "Whatcha Lookin' At"

• "Money Ova Here"

Scales of Justice

Judgment:

Perp Profile

Studio: MVD Visual
Video Formats:
• 1.78:1 Non-Anamorphic
Audio Formats:
• Dolby Digital 2.0 Stereo
(English)
Subtitles:
• None
Running Time:
Release Year:
MPAA Rating:
Genres:
• Bad
• Concerts and Musicals
• Performance

Distinguishing Marks

• None

Accomplices

• Official Site

Total DVD Reviews: 16,080
Uses of the word "cannibalism": 68
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Baby Boy Da Prince:

• "It's My Time"

• "Naw Meen"

• "This Is the Way I Live"

Gucci Mane:

• "That's My Hood"

• "Freaky Curl"

• "Pillz"

• "Trap House"

Slim Thug:

• "Still Tippin'"

• "Draped Up"

• "Check On It"

• "I Ain't Heard of That"

• "3 Kings"

• "Diamonds"

• "Boss Hoggin'"

• "Recognize a Playa"

• "Hoggs On da Grind"

• "Wood Grain Wheel"

The show was filmed at a club in Miami to air on the Starz cable channel, so expect plenty of

profanities and explicit lyrics. That would be fine, except that that's all you can expect, lyrically. 

Artists like Outkast and even T.I. can explore different areas besides money, guns, and girls

but here that's all you'll get. The beats are all interchangeable from artist to artist, consisting

of the same mid-tempo bass-heavy thump with occasional synth lines for color. In purely

artistic terms, you're theoretically promised four artists but you'll really only get one.

At least if the rappers were scintillating live performers it would be easier to overlook their

monotonous music. Unfortunately, here is where the disc really falters. Only Baby Boy and

Gucci Mane actually put any effort into their performances, making them by far the most

watchable. Baby Boy's version of his smash hit "This Is the Way I Live" is easily the show's

high point, and is pretty much the only reason anyone should even consider this disc. By

contrast, Stack$' shortcomings as both a lyricist and rapper are only emphasized by his inept

live act. The real shocker, though, is just how dull Slim Thug is. For all his multi-platinum

success, he is not a good live performer. He simply wanders around reciting his rhymes with

absolutely no energy or charisma. It was a huge mistake to give him the lion's share of the

show; it would have been better for Baby Boy and Gucci to get more air time and make this a

more serviceable, if not exactly great, concert.

Starz's staging of the show doesn't do any of the rappers any favors. The rappers all perform

in a dumpy, tacky club in front of a tiny, bored-looking audience while two scantily-clad

dancers gyrate lethargically behind them. There could have been any number of ways to at

least make this show visually compelling, but Starz chose to ignore all of them. The disc is

even technically dull. Though the 1.78:1 non-anamorphic transfer is adequate, the Dolby

Digital 2.0 mix is soft and muddy. You'll have to turn it up to really hear the music, but even

then you'll only hear bits and pieces, although most of those will be more than enough. There
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are no extras.

Ultimately, Hip Hop Raw & Uncut could only really appeal to an extremely limited audience

of Dirty South fans, and even they will probably find this a subpar release. Hip-hop fans

curious about Southern hip-hop will find far better places to start than this, and Dirty South

fans will be put off by the slapdash presentation.

The Verdict

Hip Hop Raw & Uncut is guilty of satisfying no one.

Similar Decisions

• Dean Martin: Encore

• Elvis Costello And The Imposters: Live In Memphis

• The Marshall Tucker Band: Live From The Garden State 1981

• SXSW Live 2007

Give us your feedback!

Did we give Hip Hop Raw And Uncut a fair trial? yes / no

  

Share your thoughts on this review in the Jury Room
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